Let K(R) denote the set of the kernel functors of the ring R and let °° be the trivial kernel functor defined by setting oo(Λί) = M for every right module M. The absolutely torsion-free rings, that is, the rings R for which σ(R) = 0 for all σ G K(R), cr^oo, have been introduced by Rubin as a non commutative analogue of the integral domains.
Preliminaries. Throughout all rings are understood associative and with unity, which is preserved under taking subrings and ring homomorphisms. All modules are unitary right modules. We let M R denote the category of right R-modules.
For any module M R we let E{M) denote an injective hull of M. Hence M is large in E{M) and E(M) is injective. If M is a module, N a submodule of Λί and S a nonempty subset of M we let (N R : S) denote the right ideal {rGR S.rCN}.
When no danger of confusion arises we will simply write (N: S).
The term ideal is reserved to be used for two-sided ideals only. Consequently, a ring is simple if it is has exactly two ideals.
Any unexplained terminology can be found for instance in [10] or [5]. As to the notation and terminology relative to kernel functors, topologizing filters of right ideals, etc, we follow Goldman [6] and Rubin [12] with which familiarity is assumed.
We let X denote the filter of large right ideals of R and Z its associated kernel functor; consequently Z(M) is the singular submodule of M. (See [10] . ) The idempotent topologizing filter of dense (or rational) right ideals of R is indicated by S); thus 2 CS£ and they coincide precisely when Z(JR) = 0. (See [8] or [4] ). We will write Q m , x (R) or simply Q(R) to indicate the maximal ring of right quotients of R, that is, the ring of quotients of R with respect to 2).
The direct sum (respectively, direct product) of copies of M R taken over a set $> will be denoted by M {β) (respectively, M*)\ however, if 3> has n elements we simply write M (n) .
JORGE VIOLA-PRIOLI
The absolutely torsion-free rings. As in [12] we set the following.
DEFINITION. R R is called an ATF-ring if and only if σEK(R), <r^oo, implies σ(R) = 0.
We start with our basic tool throughout.
THEOREM 2.1. For any ring R the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R R is ATF.
(2) The filter 3) contains every nontrivial topologizing filter ofR.
(3) For every finitely generated projective module P and Ot here exists f and a natural number n (depending on N) such that is exact.
(4) For every non zero right ideal I there exist g and a natural number n (depending on /) such that n ,. Γ(Λ) -~ Xv -^ 1 is exact.
(5) For every nonzero right ideal I there exist h and an indexing set $ such that the sequence is exact.
Proof. (1) implies (2) . Set r = τ Em (See [6, page 33] ). Given σEK(R), σ^oo we have σ(R) = 0. Thus σ(E(R)) = 0; therefore σ ^ r, i.e., &(σ) C ^(r) = 3).
(2) implies (1). Clear. is σ-torsion and hence E(R) will be so. It follows that R is σ-torsion, that is, σ = <», a contradiction.
Several observations flow naturally from our characterization of ATF-rings. Since I? is a prime ring it follows that soc(R R )^0.
Hence there exists O^i*, a simple right ideal. By (4) above we infer that R is semisimple artinian and being prime it is a simple artinian ring. Similarly with noetherianess.
According to this result the converse of (2.2) is false. For R = Endκ(V), V a countably infinite dimensional vector space over a field X, is primitive (hence prime) and right nonsingular; However it is very well known [7] that 0^soc(R R )^ R and so R is not ATF.
Theorem ( 
If R is ATF it is necessarily right non-singular and consequently Q{R) = E(R). (See [8], [10]).
Rubin showed that Q(R) is a simple ring whenever JR is ATF. Based on the following three results we can say more.
We first observe that if I? is a simple ring and I R CR then I 2 = /. Our next result tells us that the reverse implication is true when R is ATF. // S is regular or a right V-ring then S is simple. In particular, Q(R) will be a simple ring. Then S is an ATF-ring.
The usual localization (at a multiplicatively closed subset) of a commutative domain is a domain. The analogue for ATF-rings is next. A right localization of a ring R is a pair (φ, S) where S is a ring, φ: R -> S is an epimorphism in the category

Proof. It follows from [11] that S = Q V (R) as rings, where
PGI(R)
and &{v) = {I R ;φ(I) 5 = S}. Since */<oo, p(R) = 0 by hypothesis. By definition of Q(R) we have a ring embedding and therefore S is ATF in virtue of (2.8).
The converse of this result is false, i.e., there exists a ring such that every nontrivial right localization is ATF but the ring itself is not so. As a simple example consider a field F and set The following result is very well known. Seemingly, our proof is not in the literature. LEMMA 2.13. Any torsion-free abelian group can be simply linearly ordered.
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Proof. If G is a torsion-free abelian group, necessarily is flat. Therefore we obtain the following exact sequence of abelian groups:
Since G®<? is a Q -vector space there exists a set $ such that G®Q = Q ιJ \ After well ordering 3 we define in G^Q the lexicographic order, which clearly makes it into a simply linearly ordered abelian group. Therefore, by mean of /, G becomes a simply linearly ordered abelian group. ATF-rings with torsionless injective hull. As in [3] M R is said to be torsionless whenever there exists an indexing set β and an embedding /: M R -*R J . It is known that if JR is a domain or a simple ring or a prime Goldie ring and if E(R R ) is a torsionless I?-module then R and E(R) coincide. Armendariz [1] investigated prime right nonsingular rings with torsionless injective hull. Our aim in this section is to study under what conditions an ATF-ring with torsionless injective hull is necessarily right selfinjective.
Our result must be compared to that one of Armendariz.
We will make use of the following very well known result due to Zelmanowitz [14] . 
. Let R R be ΛTF and Q(R) torsionless. Then every ideal of R which is left finitely generated is also right finitely generated if and only if R = Q(R).
Proof. Set Q = Q(R). Since Q embeds into R J for some indexing set 3, we obtain a nonzero projection p: Q -> R. According to (3.1) p(Q) = I R is injective. Since R is ATF there exists nGN and an embedding f: R-+I {n) ; the injectivity of J (π) gives therefore a monomorphism from Q into / (n) . Since Q = E(JR) (because Z(R) = 0) conclude that Q R is finitely generated projective. Write next T = Trace ideal of Q R =Σ gGQ .g (Q) , where Q* = Hom R (Q,R) . Observe that if gGQ* then g is a Q-homomorphism. Therefore Γ = {rGR; rQ CR}.
Set V = ΣJ γ , for all injective right ideals I Ύ CR. According to (3.1) T C V. On the other hand, if I Ύ is injective, the projection R-+I γ extends to an onto map Q -* I Ύ and so V C T. Hence T = V.
Since Q R is finitely generated projective, say Q = q x R + h q n R, by the dual basis lemma we can find /EQ*, 1 g / g n such that 1 = 4,/,(1)+ +4n/π(l). Clearly, for i = l, ,π, we have /,(])6Γ and if t G T then t = Σ? =1 (tq^fiί) with tq t GR for i = 1, ,n. It follows that T-which is an ideal-is left finitely generated and hence, by hypothesis, is right finitely generated, which allows us to write it as I x + •• + /",, where the /,'s are injective right ideals of R. It follows from (3.1) that T is injective, being image of the injective module I\(&'' φ/m. There exists an idempotent e in R such that T = eR and so 1 -e = 0 since R is prime. Conclude that T = R and hence R R is injective, as claimed.
The other implication is clear since R turns out to be regular and hence simple according to (2.7).
REMARK.
After this work was completed D. Handelman constructed a non-self injective ATF-ring with torsionless (in fact, projective) maximal ring of right quotients.
